September 5, 2017
Ex Parte
Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary
Federal Communications Commission
445 12th Street, SW
Washington, DC 20554
Re: Revision of Part 15 of the Commission’s Rules to Permit Unlicensed National
Information Infrastructure (U-NII) Devices in the 5 GHz Band, ET Docket No. 13-49
Dear Ms. Dortch:
On June 28, 2017, the Association of Global Automakers (AGA) submitted a letter
concerning several open questions relating to the 5.9 GHz proceeding and the use of Dedicated
Short Range Communications (DSRC) technology for vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V)
communications.1 As detailed below, AGA’s responses underscore how the ecosystem planned
by DSRC proponents would use spectrum resources inefficiently, use valuable mid-band
spectrum to replicate existing commercial services, and operate without meaningful international
harmonization. With challenges this serious still unresolved after twenty years, even important
elements of the automotive industry have begun to question the utility of DSRC. The 5.9 GHz
band has been underused for far too long, and the Commission should move forward with
opening it to Wi-Fi technologies that will begin creating value immediately.
I.

The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) proposal to spread future DSRC safety
services across the 5.9 GHz band is an inefficient spectrum-warehousing effort
aimed at preserving channels for non-safety uses.

Having received access to 75 megahertz of spectrum without a meaningful sharing
mandate or build-out requirements, DSRC proponents have never had an economic incentive to
use spectrum efficiently. It is no surprise, then, that AGA proposes using the 5.9 GHz band in an
inefficient manner that appears to be geared more to protect their access to the band than to use
the spectrum intensively. AGA and other DSRC proponents assert that the FCC should consider
the entire band as safety-related because DSRC licensees could spread a thin layer of safety uses
on top of every channel, including those primarily used for non-safety operations, without regard
to efficiency.2
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In an environment where mid-band spectrum resources are both limited and increasingly
valuable thanks to new technological advancements, there are several reasons that the
Commission should not accept this gambit. First, there is little reason to believe that most of the
“less mature” services and message types that AGA lists will ever come to market.3 After
twenty years of development, only the Basic Safety Message (BSM) has received any
meaningful real-world testing, and even this service is commercially available in only one
vehicle model produced by one manufacturer. Furthermore, even the Department of
Transportation’s (DOT) undetermined-status NPRM would mandate only the use of the BSM on
one 10 megahertz channel, not any of the “less mature” services on which AGA’s strategy
depends.4 Second, many applications proposed for the non-BSM “safety messages” AGA
describes have little to do with safety and are already provided by other technologies. For
example, the University of Michigan has identified weather alerts, border wait time messages,
and fuel station pricing messages as future operations using the Traveler Information Message
that may someday be transmitted in the 5.9 GHz band.5 But consumers receive these services
today via already-deployed, ubiquitous, dynamic mobile broadband connections that do not
require the Commission to continue to set aside 75 megahertz for the use of this one specific
technology.6 And in the time it would take for still-developing DSRC applications to become
widespread, the market-driven wireless and mobile apps sectors will have innovated and
improved upon the applications available today. Third, although AGA asserts that six of the
seven DSRC channels will all be “primarily” used for safety, they make no effort to square that
claim with their extensive plans for commercial DSRC operations, which are discussed in more
detail below.7
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II.

DSRC proponents plan non-safety commercial uses for the 5.9 GHz band—many of
which replicate existing services using other frequencies.

FCC staff also asked AGA about the commercial uses of DSRC, but not surprisingly,
AGA preferred to emphasize DSRC’s potential safety applications.8 In other contexts, however,
DSRC proponents highlight non-safety plans for DSRC. These include the communication,
commerce, and entertainment applications already available to consumers over much more
dynamic commercial mobile networks deployed across the country. For example, descriptions
by the National Highway Traffic and Safety Administration (NHTSA) and in patent applications
filed by DSRC proponents confirm that DSRC advocates may use the 5.9 GHz band for many
duplicative commercial services already available to drivers today, including: paying tolls (EZPass), finding parking spots (Parker app) and paying parking fees (Parkmobile app), transacting
at drive-thrus (Apple Pay), sending drivers “points of interest” messages (Google Maps),
delivering location-targeted advertising (many apps and websites accessible on mobile devices),
route guidance and navigation (Waze), sending instant messages between vehicles (Snapchat),
and even video downloads (YouTube).9 DSRC proponents seem to have concluded that these
commercial operations are necessary “for DSRC to be cost effective,” so researchers have
worked to develop spectrum management techniques for “maximizing the commercial use of
DSRC”10 (although whether such commercialization plans could succeed appears dubious, given
that a much more dynamic ecosystem already exists to provide the same types of applications).
The Commission should reject attempts to hide well-documented commercial plans for the
5.9 GHz band behind a single safety service that would require only one 10 megahertz channel.
III.

The 5.9 GHz band is not internationally harmonized for DSRC.

In response to the FCC’s inquiry regarding international harmonization of 5.9 GHz, AGA
provides a brief overview of the status of 5.9 GHz in several countries, but notably does not
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contend that the band is currently harmonized internationally for use by DSRC. It could not
reasonably make that argument because only a handful of countries are currently using any form
of DSRC—much less the approach DSRC interests are describing for the United States—and a
handful of others are exploring spectrum allocations for intelligent transportation system (ITS)
technology. The United States is the only country in the world currently considering a formal
regulatory mandate for DSRC-based V2V communications at 5.9 GHz.
Japan has allocated spectrum for DSRC use, but the frequencies it uses do not align with
the U.S. 5.9 GHz band. Furthermore, Japan’s services focus on vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I),
not V2V communications. Japan uses frequencies from “5.77 – 5.85 GHz for tolling and V2I
safety and mobility services.”11 Although Europe has set aside spectrum in the 5.9 GHz band for
use by DSRC-based ITS, like Japan, it has also focused primarily on V2I communications.12
Moreover, the European Commission’s latest roadmap for cooperative ITS, published in
November 2016, notes that an optimal ITS platform for implementation across Europe “can only
be achieved through a hybrid communication approach,” the most promising of which “is a
combination of ETSI ITS-G5 [a European standard based on DSRC] and existing cellular
networks.”13 5G Americas also notes ongoing work in Europe to ensure that ETSI standards
relating to ITS are technology neutral, not narrowly focused on DSRC.14 These developments
suggest that, even in Europe, interest may be shifting away from DSRC to other connected
vehicle technologies using commercial LTE networks. Australia, New Zealand, and China are
all considering options for the use of 5.9 GHz spectrum, but by AGA’s own admission have not
even allocated 5.9 GHz spectrum for DSRC, much less mandated its use.15 DSRC equipment
makers acknowledge “a strong belief that China is going to deploy LTE-based cellular V2X”
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technology instead of DSRC.16 Uncertainty regarding DSRC standards development appears to
have caused New Zealand’s regulator to put its own consideration of DSRC spectrum on hold.17
Many countries appear to be shifting their attention away from the last-generation idea of
DSRC warnings to a more modern plan to use higher band spectrum to support autonomous
vehicle technology. Today’s autonomous vehicles rely primarily on LIDAR, cameras, and non5.9 GHz vehicular radar18—so it should come as no surprise that regulators have changed their
focus. During World Radiocommunication Conference 2015 (WRC-15), for example,
administrations adopted a primary allocation to the radiolocation service in the 77.5-78.0 GHz
band for ground-based applications including automotive radar, and agreed to study
compatibility of automotive radar and other operations in the 76-81 GHz band at the next
WRC.19 The FCC quickly followed up on this work, recently adopting a Report and Order
expanding the spectrum available for vehicular radar in the United States from 76-77 GHz all the
way up to 81 GHz.20
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In short, the 5.9 GHz band is not currently internationally harmonized for DSRC use, and
regulators worldwide appear to have shifted their focus to other spectrum bands that can better
meet the needs of autonomous vehicle technology. The Commission can act on 5.9 GHz without
disrupting any widespread international harmonization.
IV.

Automakers are deeply divided on DSRC.

Finally, AGA’s response provides an incomplete picture of equipment manufacturer and
supplier views on DSRC generally and DOT’s proposed mandate specifically.21 For two
decades, DSRC interests have worked to get DSRC off the ground, but the market has not
responded for several reasons. First, despite years of development, stakeholders continue to be
concerned about DSRC’s effectiveness. Automakers like BMW and Mercedes-Benz have
explained to DOT that DSRC is not “trustworthy” when it comes to basic safety features.22 The
comments filed in response to the V2V NPRM revealed significant concerns regarding DSRC
communications failures or inaccuracies caused by congestion and GPS problems.23 Second,
market-driven alternatives are flourishing. As numerous commenters have emphasized to DOT,
technologies like cellular-V2X can support vehicle safety in existing cellular bands—without a
government mandate or a spectrum subsidy for DSRC. It should come as no surprise, then, that
numerous automakers (including the 5G Automotive Association, BMW, Fiat Chrysler,
Mercedes-Benz, and Tesla), technology organizations (including Broadcom, NGMN Alliance,
and Verizon), and policy groups oppose the proposed mandate.24 Third, conversations about the
future of automobile safety have shifted to autonomous vehicles. DSRC is not a necessary or
preferred communications protocol for autonomous vehicles, and attempts to link the two are
merely red herrings.
*****
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technological advances in automotive safety systems. Although hundreds of millions of taxpayer
dollars have been spent subsidizing DSRC over the last 20 years, the technology has not come to
market in any meaningful way and has now been surpassed by newer, better vehicle safety and
commercial technologies. Given these obvious deficiencies, and given DOT’s recent decision to
downgrade the status of the DSRC mandate,25 the Commission should enable more efficient use
of the 5.9 GHz band by unlicensed technologies that stand ready to begin maximizing the band’s
value.
Sincerely,

Paul Margie
Counsel to NCTA – The Internet &
Television Association
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